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内容概要

The ascent of China's economy over the past thirty years may be one of the moreremarkable happenings in human
history. Few understand it. Those outside Chinaconsider the massive changes a mystery. Those inside China have
been challengedwith taking more than 1.3 billion people from an agrarian existence into the modernworld, and in
the face of complex economics involving extreme conflicts of interest.Nobody ever did it before; nobody will ever
do it again. Given the convulsive upheavalsrequired, the difficulty of the task has been, and remains, hard to
imagine.This book describes those upheavals and that process over the years from 1978 to2008. It represents a
remarkable achievement in condensing a welter of events andchanges down to the bare essentials. In summing up a
period of history, it also servesas a query about what is to come next. Where are the convulsive changes leading,
notonly for China, but for the world.Every stretch of history has its own internal logic. The reader of this book may
beconfronted with a more "real" China than he has known before. Under the surfaceripples, diverging streams,
uneven tumult, he may discern the middle of the channel,that greater internal logic at work. It represents the flow of
a people, quite an ancientnation of people, coursing with all vigor, all courage, all hope, toward an uncertainfuture.
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